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前  言 
 

2021 年 7 月，依托北京城市气象研究院行业信息监测

与分析系统，北京气象学会与支撑单位北京城市气象研究

院联合制作了《城市气象科技信息监测简报》，定期为会员

提供科技信息服务。简报每月一期，每期分为文献和咨询

两类。 

目前，学会主要依据城市气象领域的关键词搜索信息，

并形成每月简报。欢迎各位会员向我们提供相关科技领域

信息及其搜索关键词，不断扩充简报的专业领域范围，丰

富简报的内容，以更好地满足广大会员朋友们对快速更新

科技信息的需求。 

同时，热诚欢迎广大会员对简报的科技信息内容、展

现形式、阅读体验和收获感悟等提出建议和点评。编辑团

队将遴选出优秀建议和点评内容刊载在简报上。 

2020 年 12 月，学会换届成立了第 21 届理事会，现拥

有 52 家理事单位和 947 名会员。我们希望借助此简报，为

广大会员朋友们提供高质高效的科技信息服务，同时在大

家的支持和帮助下，我们共同将简报建设成为会员交流的

友好平台。  
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❖报告概述
 

✧监测周期
 

2021年 08月 01日 - 2021年 08月 31 日
 

✧监测主题
 

专题研究——城市边界层、城市气象精细预报、城市气候与生态；
 

❖专题研究
 

✧城市边界层与大气环境
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 30 条：
 

PM2.5 influence on Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect in Beijing and the 

possible mechanisms
 

摘要： Whether the urban heat island (UHI) is affected by air 

pollution in urban areas has attracted much attention. By analyzing 

the observation data of automatic weather stations and environmental 

monitoring stations in Beijing from 2016 to 2018, we found a 

seasonally dependent interlink of the UHI intensity (UHII) and PM2.5 

concentration in urban areas. PM2.5 pollution weakens the UHII in 

summer and winter night, but strengthens it during winter daytime. 

The correlation between the UHI and PM2.5 concentration has been 

regulated by the interaction of aerosol with radiation, evaporation 

and planetary boundary layer (PBL) height. The former two change the 

surface energy balance via sensible and latent heat fluxes, while the 

latter affects atmospheric stability and energy exchange. In summer 

daytime, aerosol-radiation interaction plays an important role, and 

the energy balance in urban areas is more sensitive to PM2.5 

concentration than in rural areas, thereby weakening UHII. In winter 

daytime, aerosol-PBL interaction is dominant, because aerosols lower 

the PBL height and stabilize atmosphere, weaken the heat exchange 

with the surrounding, with more heat accumulated in the urban areas 

and the increased UHII. Changes in evaporation and radiation 

strengthen the relationship. At night, the change of UHII more 

depends on the energy stored in the urban canopy. Aerosols 

effectively reduce the incident energy during daytime, and the long-

wave radiation from the buildings of urban canopy at night becomes 
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less, leading to a weakened UHII. Our analysis results can improve 

the understanding of climate-aerosols interaction in megacities like 

Beijing.
 

来源：JGR期刊
 

发布时间：2021-08-31 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JD0

35227
 

Momentum-Flux Determination for Boundary Layers with Sufficient 

Fetch Based on Integral Equations
 

摘要：Integral equations for the vertical velocity component and 

momentum flux within boundary layers with sufficient fetch under 

neutral stratifications are derived by extending von Kármán’s 

integral equation. To simplify the equations, a self-similar profile 

for the streamwise velocity component and a zero-pressure gradient 

are assumed. The integral equations enable the following calculations. 

The vertical velocity component and momentum flux are calculated by 

the integral of the streamwise change in the streamwise velocity 

component. The vertical velocity component at the boundary-layer top 

is determined by the drag coefficient and shape factor. The advective 

flux at the boundary-layer top is of the same order as the turbulent 

momentum flux near the surface. Accordingly, the derived integral 

equations are applied to various types of boundary layers with 

sufficient fetch. For laminar boundary layers, profiles determined by 

the equations perfectly agree with the profiles determined by the 

analytical Blasius solution. For turbulent boundary layers, the 

comparison of the momentum flux between the proposed equations and 

experimental data verifies that the equations predict the turbulent 

momentum flux very well. Finally, we employ a power-law approximation 

for determining both the velocities and the momentum flux. As the 

streamwise velocity component can be approximated by the power law 

for both smooth and rough surfaces, the resulting turbulent flux 

agrees well with that obtained in experiments and numerical 

simulations.
 

来源：Springer
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发布时间：2021-08-28 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10546-021-00651-z
 

An Investigation of the Grid Sensitivity in Large-Eddy Simulations 

of the Stable Boundary Layer
 

摘要：We revisit the longstanding problem of grid sensitivity, 

i.e., the lack of grid convergence in large-eddy simulations (LES) of 

the stable boundary layer. We use a comprehensive set of LES of the 

well-known Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment Atmospheric 

Boundary Layer Study 1 (GABLS1) case with varying grid spacings 

between 12.5?m and 1?m to investigate several physical processes and 

numerical features that are possible causes of grid sensitivity. Our 

results demonstrate that there are two resolution regimes in which 

grid sensitivity manifests differently. We find that changing the 

numerical advection schemes and the subgrid-scale models alters the 

simulation results, but the options tested do not fully address the 

grid-sensitivity issue. Moreover, sensitivity runs suggest that the 

surface boundary condition and the interaction of the surface with 

the near-surface flow, as well as the mixing with the free atmosphere, 

are unlikely to be the causes of the observed grid sensitivity. One 

interesting finding is that the grid sensitivity in the fine grid-

spacing regime (grid spacings \(\le 2\,\mathrm{m}\)) is closely 

related to the reduction in the energy content of large-scale 

turbulence, leading to less turbulence kinetic energy and hence lower 

boundary-layer heights. The present work demonstrates that there is 

still an urgent need to address this grid-sensitivity issue in order 

to perform reliable LES of the stable boundary layer.
 

来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-08-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10546-021-00656-8
 

Zeppelin-led study on the onset of new particle formation in the 

planetary boundary layer
 

摘要：We compared observations of aerosol particle formation and 

growth indifferent parts of the planetary boundary layer at two 
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differentenvironments that have frequent new particle formation (NPF) 

events. Insummer 2012 we had a campaign in Po Valley, Italy (urban 

background), and inspring 2013 a similar campaign took place in 

Hyyti?l?, Finland(rural background). Our study consists of three case 

studies of airborne andground-based measurements of ion and particle 

size distribution from ～ 1?nm. The airborne measurements were 

performed using aZeppelin inside the boundary layer up to 1000?m 

altitude. Our observationsshow the onset of regional NPF and the 

subsequent growth of the aerosolparticles happening almost uniformly 

inside the mixed layer (ML) in bothlocations. However, in Hyyti?l? we 

noticed local enhancement in theintensity of NPF caused by mesoscale 

boundary layer (BL) dynamics. Additionally, ourobservations indicate 

that in Hyyti?l? NPF was probably also takingplace above the ML. In 

Po Valley we observed NPF that was limited to aspecific air mass.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-08-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/12649/2021/
 

SIBaR: a new method for background quantification and removal from 

mobile air pollution measurements
 

摘 要 ： Mobile monitoring is becoming increasingly popular 

forcharacterizing air pollution on fine spatial scales. In 

identifying localsource contributions to measured pollutant 

concentrations, the detection andquantification of background are key 

steps in many mobile monitoringstudies, but the methodology to do so 

requires further development toimprove replicability. Here we discuss 

a new method for quantifying andremoving background in mobile 

monitoring studies, State-Informed Background Removal (SIBaR).The 

method employs hidden Markov models (HMMs), a popular 

modelingtechnique that detects regime changes in time series. We 

discuss thedevelopment of SIBaR and assess its performance on an 

external dataset. Wefind 83?% agreement between the predictions made 

by SIBaR and thepredetermined allocation of background and non-

background data points. Wethen assess its application to a dataset 

collected in Houston by mappingthe fraction of points designated as 
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background and comparing sourcecontributions to those derived using 

other published background detectionand removal techniques. The 

presented results suggest that the SIBaR-modeled source contributions 

contain source influences left undetected by other techniques,but 

that they are prone to unrealistic source contribution estimates when 

theyextrapolate. Results suggest that SIBaR could serve as a 

framework forimproved background quantification and removal in future 

mobile monitoringstudies while ensuring that cases of extrapolation 

are appropriatelyaddressed.
 

来源：AMT
 

发布时间：2021-08-26 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://amt.copernicus.org/articles/14/5809/2021/
 

Pollen antigens and atmospheric circulation driven seasonal 

respiratory viral outbreak and its implication to the Covid-19 

pandemic
 

摘要： The patterns of respiratory virus illness are expressed 

differently between temperate and tropical climates. Tropical 

outbreaks often peak in wet seasons. Temperate outbreaks typically 

peak during the winter. The prevailing causal hypotheses focus on 

sunlight, temperature and humidity variations. Yet no consistent 

factors have been identified to sufficiently explain seasonal virus 

emergence and decline at any latitude. Here we demonstrate close 

connections among global-scale atmospheric circulations, IgE antibody 

enhancement through seasonal pollen inhalation, and respiratory virus 

patterns at any populated latitude, with a focus on the US. Pollens 

emerge each Spring, and the renewed IgE titers in the population are 

argued to terminate each winter peak of respiratory illness. Globally 

circulated airborne viruses are postulated to subsequently deposit 

across the Southern US during lower zonal geostrophic winds each late 

Summer. This seasonally refreshed viral load is postulated to trigger 

a new influenza outbreak, once the existing IgE antibodies diminish 

to a critical value each Fall. Our study offers a new and consistent 

explanation for the seasonal diminishment of respiratory viral 

illnesses in temperate climates, the subdued seasonal signature in 
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the tropics, the annually circulated virus phenotypes, and the 

northerly migration of influenza across the US every year. Our 

integrated geospatial and IgE hypothesis provides a new perspective 

for prediction, mitigation and prevention of the outbreak and spread 

of seasonal respiratory viruses including Covid-19 pandemic.
 

来源：Nature
 

发布时间：2021-08-20 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-96282-y
 

Ambient air pollution and cardiovascular disease rate an ANN 

modeling: Yazd-Central of Iran
 

摘要： This study was aimed to investigate the air pollutants 

impact on heart patient's hospital admission rates in Yazd for the 

first time. Modeling was done by time series, multivariate linear 

regression, and artificial neural network (ANN). During 5years, the 

mean concentrations of PM10, SO2, O3, NO2, and CO were 98.48gm?, 

8.57ppm, 19.66ppm, 18.14ppm, and 4.07ppm, respectively. The total 

number of cardiovascular disease (CD) patients was 12,491, of which 

57% and 43% were related to men and women, respectively. The maximum 

correlation of air pollutants was observed between CO and PM10 

(R??.62). The presence of SO2 and NO2 can be dependent on 

meteorological parameters (R??.48). Despite there was a positive 

correlation between age and CD (p??.001), the highest correlation was 

detected between SO2 and CD (R??.4). The annual variation trend of 

SO2, NO2, and CO concentrations was more similar to the variations 

trend in meteorological parameters. Moreover, the temperature had 

also been an effective factor in the O3 variation rate at lag??. On 

the other hand, SO2 has been the most effective contaminant in CD 

patient admissions in hospitals (R??.45). In the monthly database 

classification, SO2 and NO2 were the most prominent factors in the CD 

(R??.5). The multivariate linear regression model also showed that CO 

and SO2 were significant contaminants in the number of hospital 

admissions (R??.46, p??.001) that both pollutants were a function of 

air temperature (p??.002). In the ANN nonlinear model, the 14, 12, 10, 

and 13 neurons in the hidden layer were formed the best structure for 
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PM, NO2, O3, and SO2, respectively. Thus, the Rall rate for these 

structures was 0.78?.83. In these structures, according to the 

autocorrelation of error in lag??, the series are stationary, which 

makes it possible to predict using this model. According to the 

results, the artificial neural network had a good ability to predict 

the relationship between the effect of air pollutants on the CD in a 

5years' time series.
 

来源：Nature
 

发布时间：2021-08-20 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-94925-8
 

Robust Solution for Boundary Layer Height Detections with Coherent 

Doppler Wind Lidar
 

摘要：Although coherent Doppler wind lidar (CDWL) is promising 

in detecting boundary layer height (BLH), differences between BLH 

results are observed when different CDWL measurements are used as 

tracers. Here, a robust solution for BLH detections with CDWL is 

proposed and demonstrated: mixed layer height (MLH) is retrieved best 

from turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate (TKEDR), while stable 

boundary layer height (SBLH) and residual layer height (RLH) can be 

retrieved from carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). To study the cause of 

the BLH differences, an intercomparison experiment is designed with 

two identical CDWLs, where only one is equipped with a stability 

control subsystem. During the experiment, it is found that the CNR 

could be distorted by instrument instability because the coupling 

efficiency from free-space to the polarization-maintaining fiber of 

the telescope is sensitive to the surrounding environment. In the ML, 

a bias up to 2.13 km of the MLH from CNR is found, which is caused by 

the CNR deviation. In contrast, the MLH from TKEDR is robust as long 

as the accuracy of wind is guaranteed. In the SBL (RL), the CNR is 

found capable to retrieve SBLH and RLH simultaneously and robustly. 

This solution is tested during an observation period over one month. 

Statistical analysis shows that the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) in 

the MLH, SBLH, and RLH are 0.28 km, 0.23 km, and 0.24 km, 

respectively.
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来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-08-20 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00376-021-1068-0
 

Projections of shipping emissions and the related impact on air 

pollution and human health in the Nordic region
 

摘要： International initiatives have successfully brought down 

the emissions, and hence also the related negative impacts on 

environment and human health, from shipping in Emission Control Areas 

(ECAs). However, the question remains as to whether increased 

shipping in the future will counteract these emission reductions. The 

overall goal of this study is to provide an up-to-date view on future 

ship emissions and provide a holistic view on atmospheric pollutants 

and their contribution to air quality in the Nordic (and Arctic) area. 

The first step has been to set up new and detailed scenarios for the 

potential developments in global shipping emissions, including 

different regulations and new routes in the Arctic. The scenarios 

include a Baseline scenario and two additional SOx Emission Control 

Areas (SECAs) and heavy fuel oil (HFO) ban scenarios. All three 

scenarios are calculated in two variants involving Business-As-Usual 

(BAU) and High-Growth (HiG) traffic scenarios. Additionally a Polar 

route scenario is included with new ship traffic routes in the future 

Arctic with less sea ice. This has been combined with existing 

Current Legislation scenarios for the land-based emissions (ECLIPSE 

V5a) and used as input for two Nordic chemistry transport models 

(DEHM and MATCH). Thereby, the current (2015) and future (2030, 2050) 

air pollution levels and the contribution from shipping have been 

simulated for the Nordic and Arctic areas. Population exposure and 

the number of premature deaths attributable to air pollution in the 

Nordic area have thereafter been assessed by using the health 

assessment model EVA (Economic Valuation of Air pollution). It is 

estimated that within the Nordic region approximately 9900 persons 

died prematurely due to air pollution in 2015 (corresponding to 

approximately 37 premature deaths for every 100?000 inhabitants). 

When including the projected development in both shipping and land-
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based emissions, this number is estimated to decrease to 

approximately 7900 in 2050. Shipping alone is associated with about 

850 premature deaths during present-day conditions (as a mean over 

the two models), decreasing to approximately 600 cases in the 2050 

BAU scenario. Introducing a HFO ban has the potential to lower the 

number of cases associated with emissions from shipping to 

approximately 550 in 2050, while the SECA scenario has a smaller 

impact. The “worst-case” scenario of no additional regulation of 

shipping emissions combined with a high growth in the shipping 

traffic will, on the other hand, lead to a small increase in the 

relative impact of shipping, and the number of premature deaths 

related to shipping is in that scenario projected to be around 900 in 

2050. This scenario also leads to increased deposition of nitrogen 

and black carbon in the Arctic, with potential impacts on environment 

and climate.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-08-19 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/12495/2021/
 

Dispersion of particulate matter (PM2.5) from wood combustion for 

residential heating: optimization of mitigation actions based on 

large-eddy simulations
 

摘 要 ： Many cities in the world experience significant 

airpollution from residential wood combustion. Such an advection–

diffusionproblem as applied to geographically distributed small-scale 

pollutionsources presently does not have a satisfactory theoretical 

or modelingsolution. For example, statistical models do not allow for 

pollutionaccumulation in local stagnation zones – a type of 

phenomena that iscommonly observed over complex terrain. This study 

applies a ParallelizedAtmospheric Large-eddy simulation Model (PALM) 

to investigate dynamicalphenomena that control variability and 

pathways of the atmospheric pollutionemitted by wood-burning 

household stoves. The model PALM runs at spatialresolution of 10?m in 

an urban-sized modeling domain of 29?km by 35?km witha real spatial 

distribution of the pollution source and with realisticsurface 
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boundary conditions that characterize a medium-sized urban 

areafragmented by water bodies and hills. Such complex geography is 

expected tofavor local air quality hazards, which makes this study of 

generalinterest. The case study here is based on winter conditions in 

Bergen,Norway. We investigate the turbulent diffusion of a passive 

scalarassociated with small-sized particles (PM2.5) emitted by 

household stoves.The study considers air pollution effects that could 

be observed underdifferent policy scenarios of stove replacement; 

modern woodstoves emitsignificantly less PM2.5 than the older ones, 

but replacement of stoves isa costly and challenging process.We found 

significant accumulation of near-surface pollution in the 

localstagnation zones. The simulated concentrations were larger than 

theconcentrations obtained only due to the local PM2.5 emission, 

thusindicating dominant transboundary contribution of pollutants for 

otherdistricts. We demonstrate how the source of critical pollution 

can beattributed through model disaggregation of emission from 

specific districts.The study reveals a decisive role of local air 

circulations over complexterrain that makes high-resolution modeling 

indispensable for adequatemanagement of the urban air quality.This 

modeling study has important policy-related implications. 

Unevenspatial distribution of the pollutants suggests prioritizing 

certain limitedurban districts in policy scenarios. We show that 

focused efforts towardsstove replacement in specific areas may have a 

dominant positive effect on theair quality in the whole municipality. 

The case study identifies urbandistricts where limited incentives 

would result in the strongest reductionof the population's exposure 

to PM2.5.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-08-19 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/12463/2021/
 

Machine learning calibration of low-cost NO2 and PM10 sensors: non-

linear algorithms and their impact on site transferability
 

摘 要 ： Low-cost air pollution sensors often fail to attain 

sufficient performance compared with state-of-the-art measurement 
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stations, and they typically require expensive laboratory-based 

calibration procedures. A repeatedly proposed strategy to overcome 

these limitations is calibration through co-location with public 

measurement stations. Here we test the idea of using machine learning 

algorithms for such calibration tasks using hourly-averaged co-

location data for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter of 

particle sizes smaller than 10?μm (PM10) at three different 

locations in the urban area of London, UK. We compare the performance 

of ridge regression, a linear statistical learning algorithm, to two 

non-linear algorithms in the form of random forest regression (RFR) 

and Gaussian process regression (GPR). We further benchmark the 

performance of all three machine learning methods relative to the 

more common multiple linear regression (MLR). We obtain very good 

out-of-sample R2?scores (coefficient of determination) 0.7, 

frequently exceeding 0.8, for the machine learning calibrated low-

cost sensors. In contrast, the performance of MLR is more dependent 

on random variations in the sensor hardware and co-located signals, 

and it is also more sensitive to the length of the co-location period. 

We find that, subject to certain conditions, GPR is typically the 

best-performing method in our calibration setting, followed by ridge 

regression and RFR. We also highlight several key limitations of the 

machine learning methods, which will be crucial to consider in any 

co-location calibration. In particular, all methods are fundamentally 

limited in how well they can reproduce pollution levels that lie 

outside those encountered at training stage. We find, however, that 

the linear ridge regression outperforms the non-linear methods in 

extrapolation settings. GPR can allow for a small degree of 

extrapolation, whereas RFR can only predict values within the 

training range. This algorithm-dependent ability to extrapolate is 

one of the key limiting factors when the calibrated sensors are 

deployed away from the co-location site itself. Consequently, we find 

that ridge regression is often performing as good as or even better 

than GPR after sensor relocation. Our results highlight the potential 

of co-location approaches paired with machine learning calibration 

techniques to reduce costs of air pollution measurements, subject to 
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careful consideration of the co-location training conditions, the 

choice of calibration variables and the features of the calibration 

algorithm.
 

来源：AMT
 

发布时间：2021-08-18 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://amt.copernicus.org/articles/14/5637/2021/
 

Vehicle-induced turbulence and atmospheric pollution
 

摘要：Theoretical models of the Earth's atmosphere adhere to an 

underlying concept of flow driven by radiative transfer and the 

nature of the surface over which the flow is taking place: heat from 

the sun and/or anthropogenic sources are the sole sources of energy 

driving atmospheric constituent transport. However, another source of 

energy is prevalent in the human environment at the very local scale 

– the transfer of kinetic energy from moving vehicles to the 

atmosphere. We show that this source of energy, due to being co-

located with combustion emissions, can influence their vertical 

distribution to the extent of having a significant influence on 

lower-troposphere pollutant concentrations throughout North America. 

The effect of vehicle-induced turbulence on freshly emitted chemicals 

remains notable even when taking into account more complex urban 

radiative transfer-driven turbulence theories at high resolution. We 

have designed a parameterization to account for the at-source 

vertical transport of freshly emitted pollutants from mobile 

emissions resulting from vehicle-induced turbulence, in analogy to 

sub-grid-scale parameterizations for plume rise emissions from large 

stacks. This parameterization allows vehicle-induced turbulence to be 

represented at the scales inherent in 3D chemical transport models, 

allowing this process to be represented over larger regions than is 

currently feasible with large eddy simulation models. Including this 

sub-grid-scale parameterization for the vertical transport of emitted 

pollutants due to vehicle-induced turbulence in a 3D chemical 

transport model of the atmosphere reduces pre-existing North American 

nitrogen dioxide biases by a factor of 8 and improves most model 

performance scores for nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, and 
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ozone (for example, reductions in root mean square errors of 20?%, 

9?%, and 0.5?%, respectively).
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-08-17 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/12291/2021/
 

Effect of short-term ambient PM2.5 exposure on fasting blood glucose 

levels: A longitudinal study among 47,471 people in eastern China
 

摘要：Highlights There was a solid positive correlation between 

PM2.5 and fasting blood glucose.?Fasting blood glucose was positively 

related to the short-term exposure to PM2.5.?Reducing PM2.5 exposure 

can alleviate the increase of fasting blood glucose.AbstractAs a 

common health indicator in physical examinations, fasting blood 

glucose (FBG) level measurements are widely applied as a diagnostic 

method for diabetes mellitus. Uncertain conclusions remained 

regarding the relationship between PM2.5 exposure and FBG levels.
 

来源：sciencedirect
 

发布时间：2021-08-17 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121015

657
 

Impact of the planetary boundary layer on air quality simulations 

over the Yangtze River Delta region, China
 

摘要：The city clusters in eastern coastal China have suffered 

from serious air pollution in the past decades, which is partially 

related to the complex local topography and meteorological conditions. 

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme is a critical parameter for 

accurate meteorology simulations and air quality predictions. In this 

study, we analyze the impact of four typical PBL schemes, namely, 

Yonsei University (YSU), Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino Level 2.5 

(MYNN), Asymmetric Convective Model version 2 (ACM2), and Mellor-

Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) PBL, within the Weather Research and Forecasting 

(WRF) model to assess their impacts on the simulations of air 

pollutant concentrations based on the Comprehensive Air Quality Model 

with Extensions (CAMx) for the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region, one 
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of the most developed city clusters in eastern China. The results 

indicate that the MYNN scheme performs best in terms of fine 

particulate matter (PM2.5) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) simulations, 

with mean bias of 4.8?μg?m?3 and 9.3?μg?m?3 in summer and 

11.7?μg?m?3 and 5.4?μg?m?3 in winter, respectively. The YSU scheme 

performs best for ozone (O3) prediction, with better simulation 

results in summer than in winter. Notably, some discrepancies among 

different PBL schemes in the prediction of air pollution are directly 

associated with the complex topography. For the prediction of PM2.5, 

the MYJ and YSU schemes tend to overestimate the concentrations in 

the plains of Jiangsu and northern Anhui while underestimating PM2.5 

in the hilly areas compared with the MYNN scheme. Meanwhile, the 

performance of the ACM2 scheme is opposite to that of the MYJ and YSU 

schemes. For O3 predictions, MYJ overestimates O3 in the eastern 

coastal area and underestimates O3 in the inland areas in summer 

compared with the YSU scheme, while the ACM2 scheme is the opposite 

of the MYJ scheme, and the MYNN scheme consistently overestimates O3.
 

来源：Elsevier
 

发布时间：2021-08-16 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1352231021005
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Rapid mass growth and enhanced light extinction of atmospheric 

aerosols during the heating season haze episodes in Beijing revealed 

by aerosol–chemistry–radiation–boundary layer interaction
 

摘要：Despite the numerous studies investigating haze formation 

mechanism in China, it is still puzzling that intensive haze episodes 

could form within hours directly following relatively clean periods. 

Haze has been suggested to be initiated by the variation of 

meteorological parameters and then to be substantially enhanced by 

aerosol–radiation–boundary layer feedback. However, knowledge on 

the detailed chemical processes and the driving factors for extensive 

aerosol mass accumulation during the feedback is still scarce. Here, 

the dependency of the aerosol number size distribution, mass 

concentration and chemical composition on the daytime mixing layer 
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height (MLH) in urban Beijing is investigated. The size distribution 

and chemical composition-resolved dry aerosol light extinction is 

also explored. The results indicate that the aerosol mass 

concentration and fraction of nitrate increased dramatically when the 

MLH decreased from high to low conditions, corresponding to 

relatively clean and polluted conditions, respectively. Particles 

having their dry diameters in the size of ～ 400–700?nm, and 

especially particle-phase ammonium nitrate and liquid water, 

contributed greatly to visibility degradation during the winter haze 

periods. The dependency of aerosol composition on the MLH revealed 

that ammonium nitrate and aerosol water content increased the most 

during low MLH conditions, which may have further triggered enhanced 

formation of sulfate and organic aerosol via heterogeneous reactions. 

As a result, more sulfate, nitrate and water-soluble organics were 

formed, leading to an enhanced water uptake ability and increased 

light extinction by the aerosols. The results of this study 

contribute towards a more detailed understanding of the aerosol–

chemistry–radiation–boundary layer feedback that is likely to 

beresponsible for explosive aerosol mass growth events in urban 

Beijing.
 

来源：ACP
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数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/12173/2021/
 

Measurement report: Effect of wind shear on PM10 concentration 

vertical structure in the urban boundary layer in a complex terrain
 

摘 要 ： The paper shows wind shear impact on PM10 vertical 

profiles in Kraków, southern Poland. The data used consist of 

background data for two cold seasons (September?2018 to April?2019 

and September?2019 to April?2020) and data for several case studies 

from November?2019 to March?2020. The data arecomposed of PM10 

measurements, model data, and wind speed and directiondata. The 

background model data come from operational forecast results of the 

AROME model. PM10 concentration in the vertical profile was 

measuredwith a sightseeing balloon. Significant spatial variability 
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of the wind field was found. The case studies represent the 

conditions with much lower windspeed and a much higher PM10 level 

than the seasonal average. The inversions were much more frequent 

than on average too. Wind shear turnedout to be the important factor 

in terms of PM10 vertical profilemodification. It is generated due to 

the relief impact, i.e. the presence ofa large valley, blocked on one 

side with the hills. The analysis ofPM10 profiles from all flights 

allows us to distinguish three vertical zones of potential air 

pollution hazards within the valley (about 100?m deep) and the city 

of Kraków: (1)?up to about 60?m?a.g.l. – the zone whereduring 

periods of low wind speed, air pollution is potentially the 

highestand the duration of such high levels is the longest, i.e. the 

zone with theworst aerosanitary conditions; (2)?about 60–100?m?a.g.l. 

– transitional zonewhere the large decrease in PM10 levels with 

height is observed; (3)?above 100–120?m?a.g.l. – the zone where air 

quality is significantly better than in zone 1, either due to the 

increase in the wind speed or due tothe wind direction change and 

advection of different, clean air masses.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-08-13 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/12113/2021/
 

Boundary layer water vapour statistics from high-spatial-resolution 

spaceborne imaging spectroscopy
 

摘 要 ： Daytime clear-sky total column water vapour (TCWV) 

iscommonly retrieved from visible and shortwave infrared reflectance 

(VSWIR)measurements, and modern missions such as the upcoming Earth 

Surface MineralDust Source Investigation (EMIT) offer unprecedented 

horizontal resolutionof order 30–80?m. We provide evidence that for 

convective planetaryboundary layers (PBLs), spatial variability in 

TCWV corresponds tovariability in PBL water vapour. Using an 

observing system simulationexperiment (OSSE) applied to large eddy 

simulation (LES) output, we show that EMIT can retrieve horizontal 

variability in PBL water vapour, providedthat the domain surface is 

uniformly composed of either vegetated surfacesor mineral surfaces. 
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Random retrieval errors are easily quantified andremoved, but biases 

from ?7?% to +34?% remain in retrieved spatialstandard deviation and 

are primarily related to the retrieval's assumedatmospheric profiles. 

Future retrieval development could greatly mitigatethese errors. 

Finally, we account for changing solar zenith angle (SZA) from15 to 

60° and show that the non-vertical solar path destroys the 

correspondence between footprint-retrieved TCWV and the true TCWV 

directlyabove that footprint. Even at the 250?m horizontal resolution 

regularlyobtained by current sensors, the derived maps correspond 

poorly to true TCWVat the pixel scale, with r20.6 at SZA=30°. 

However, the derived histograms of TCWV in an area are closely 

related tothe true histograms of TCWV at the nominal footprint 

resolution. UpcomingVSWIR instruments, primarily targeting surface 

properties, can thereforeoffer new information on PBL water vapour 

spatial statistics to theatmospheric community.
 

来源：AMT
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iNRACM: incorporating 15N into the Regional Atmospheric Chemistry 

Mechanism (RACM) for assessing the role photochemistry plays in 

controlling the isotopic composition of NOx, NOy, and atmospheric 

nitrate
 

N 
15 
x 
y 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 50015022, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-5001-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 50015022, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-5001-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 

work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Model description paper 12 Aug 2021 
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Model description paper | 12 Aug 2021
 

来源：GMD
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Household air pollution from, and fuel efficiency of, different coal 

types following local cooking practices in Xuanwei, China
 

摘要：Highlights?Both historical (from 1980s) and recent (2010–

2017) coal samples were tested.?Particle size-distribution and 

stove/fuel efficiencies were reported.?Particle emission levels 

varied by coal geological sources.?Stove improvements reduced indoor 

particle emissions of all sizes from coal.?Stove improvements 

promoted cooking efficiency.AbstractThe domestic combustion of smoky 

(bituminous) coal in the Chinese counties of Xuanwei and Fuyuan, are 

responsible for some of the highest rates of lung cancer in the wor
 

来源：sciencedirect
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749121015
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Oxidation of Proteinaceous Matter by Ozone and Nitrogen Dioxide in 

PM2.5: Reaction Mechanisms and Atmospheric Implications
 

摘要：Interactions between proteinaceous matter and atmospheric 

oxidants can affect amino acids (AAs) bioavailability, the climate 

and human health. However, atmospheric reactions of proteinaceous 

matter remain poorly understood. PM2.5 samples were collected during 

spring (2019) and winter (2020) sampling campaigns conducted in 

Nanchang, China. Concentrations of combined and free AAs, and the 

δ15N values of combined and free glycine (C-Gly and F-Gly) in PM2.5 

samples were analyzed. Concentrations of TFAA under different O3 and 

NO2 levels, and correlations of specific FAA species with ambient O3 

and NO2 concentrations suggest that the ability of O3 to release TFAA 

from proteinaceous matter is greater than that of NO2. Furthermore, 

O3 may trend to release neutral and hydrophilic FAA species, whereas 

NO2 tends to generate hydrophobic FAA species. With aerosol aging, 
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the slope of the fitted line between [TFAA] and [TSAA] [O3+NO2] 

increased, indicating that FAAs yield from protein degradation in 

PM2.5 was affected greatly by aerosol aging. The TCAAs concentration 

observed in spring was substantially higher than that in winter. 

Moreover, the δ15NF-Gly and δ15NC-Gly values in PM2.5 exhibited 

negative correlations with atmospheric O3 concentration. These 

results suggest that increased levels of proteinaceous matter in 

spring were derived from natural sources related to biological 

activities rather than biomass burning sources. Our study confirms 

that the reaction of degradation of proteinaceous matter to FAAs 

could be influenced by aerosol aging, which is a finding that 

enhances current understanding regarding atmospheric processes of 

aerosol proteinaceous matter under different ambient O3 and NO2 

levels. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
 

来源：JGR期刊
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数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JD0
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Reinforcement of Secondary Circulation by Aerosol Feedback and PM2.5 

Vertical Exchange in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer
 

摘要：The secondary circulation (SC) plays a vital role in the 

vertical exchange of meteorological variables and aerosol particles 

between the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and the free atmosphere. 

We show that, under favorable synoptic-scale weather conditions 

aggravating PM2.5 pollution, heavy particle contaminations reduce 

wind speed in the low ABL via an aerosol feedback mechanism that 

perturbs the SCs. We examine the aerosol feedback impact on the 

reinforcement of SCs subject to heavy PM2.5 pollution occurring in 

Beijing and its surroundings in China. Results reveal that episodic 

and composite heavy PM2.5 events simulated by the aerosol feedback 

model runs reduce the ABL wind speeds and enhance the SC. We identify 

the SC signals by the differences of resultant wind speeds and PM2.5 

concentrations between “feedback” and “nonfeedback” simulations 

under the presence of a hill topographic forcing, which is conducive 
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to the vertical exchange of PM2.5 between the ABL and free atmosphere.
 

来源：JGR期刊
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The roles of N, S, and O in molecular absorption features of brown 

carbon in PM2.5 in a typical semi-arid megacity in Northwestern 

China
 
摘要：Brown Carbon (BrC) absorbs light in wavelength of 300-400 

nm, and BrC molecule (BrCM) is a fundamental component responsible 

for aerosol radiative forcing. In this study, Fourier-transform ion 

cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) coupled with 

electrospray ionization (ESI) was used to determine methanol 

extracted BrCM in PM2.5 collected in Xi’an, China. The absorption of 

individual BrCM was quantified through partial least square 

regression (PLSR) method. Results showed that 77.5% and 91.8% of 

winter and summer BrCMs were weak absorptive. The top BrCMs were 

responsible for 60.4% and 84.6%, respectively, of the absorbances in 

summer and winter. The nitrogen (N)-containing organic molecules were 

identified to be critical components of light-absorbing matters in 

both of the two seasons, outlining the significance of N 

chromogenesis in BrC. The top BrCMs were more closely related to –

(O)NO2 that originated from NO2 engaged reactions in winter, and to 

–NH that formed in NH3 reactions in summer. Sulfur (S)-containing 

functional groups were not chromophoric while sulfur dioxide (SO2) 

triggered N-containing and S-free BrCM formations under high nitrogen 

oxides (NOx) concentration levels and relative humidity (RH) in 

winter. Hypochromicity of oxygen (O) in BrC was discovered because of 

the photobleaching of oxidation and weak light-absorbing of highly 

oxidized molecules. This article is protected by copyright. All 

rights reserved.
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Effects of short- and long-term exposure to air pollution and 

meteorological factors on Meniere’s disease
 

摘要：The association between air pollutants and Meniere disease 

has not been explored. The present study investigated the 

relationship between meteorological factors and air pollutants on 

Meniere disease. Participants, aged?0years, of the Korean National 

Health Insurance Service-Health Screening Cohort were included in 

this study. The 7725 patients with Meniere disease were matched with 

30,900 control participants. The moving average meteorological and 

air pollution data of the previous 7days, 1month, 3months, and 

6months before the onset of Meniere disease were compared between the 

Meniere disease and control groups using conditional logistic 

regression analyses. Additional analyses were conducted according to 

age, sex, income, and residential area. Temperature range; ambient 

atmospheric pressure; sunshine duration; and levels of SO2, NO2, O3, 

CO, and PM10 for 1month and 6months were associated with Meniere 

disease. Adjusted ORs (odds ratios with 95% confidence interval [CI]) 

for 1 and 6months of O3 concentration were 1.29 (95% CI 1.23?.35) and 

1.31 (95% CI 1.22?.42), respectively; that for the 1 and 6months of 

CO concentration were 3.34 (95% CI 2.39?.68) and 4.19 (95% CI 

2.79?.30), respectively. Subgroup analyses indicated a steady 

relationship of O3 and CO concentrations with Meniere disease. 

Meteorological factors and air pollutants were associated with the 

rate of Meniere disease. In particular, CO and O3 concentrations were 

positively related to the occurrence of Meniere disease.
 

来源：Nature
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Measurement report: Source characteristics of water-soluble organic 

carbon in PM2.5 at two sites in Japan, as assessed by long-term 

observation and stable carbon isotope ratio
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摘要：The sources and seasonal trends of water-soluble organic 

carbon (WSOC) in carbonaceous aerosols are of significant interest. 

From July 2017 to July 2019, we collected samples of PM2.5 

(particulate matter, aerodynamic diameter2.5?μm) from one suburban 

and one rural site in Japan. The average δ13CWSOC was -25.2±1.1?‰ 

and -24.6±2.4?‰ at the suburban site and rural site, respectively. 

At the suburban site, the δ13CWSOC was consistent with the δ13C of 

burned C3 plants, and a high correlation was found between WSOC 

concentrations and non-sea-salt potassium concentrations; these 

results suggest that the main source of WSOC at this site was biomass 

burning of rice straw. At the rural site, the average δ13CWSOC was 

significantly heavier from autumn to spring (-23.9±2.1?‰) than in 

summer (-27.4±0.7?‰) (p0.01). The δ13CWSOC from autumn to spring 

was consistent with that of biomass burning of rice straw, whereas 

that in summer was considered to reflect mainly the formation of 

secondary organic aerosols from biogenic volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs). The heaviest δ13CWSOC (-21.3±1.9?‰) was observed from 

February to April 2019, which may be explained by long-range 

transport of C4 plant burning such as corn from overseas. Thus, the 

present study indicates that δ13CWSOC is potentially useful for 

elucidating the sources and atmospheric processes that contribute to 

seasonal variations of WSOC concentration.
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Effects of aerosols on the atmospheric boundary layer temperature 

inversion over the Sichuan Basin, China
 

摘 要 ： The relationship between the aerosol and the boundary 

layer temperature inversion is analyzed based on the radiosonde, 

visibility, and PM2.5 mass concentration data from 2014 to 2016 in 

the wintertime over the Sichuan Basin. The radiosonde data are 

divided into four equal parts according to the previous 12-h average 

visibility and PM2.5 mass concentration. The mechanisms of the 

aerosol radiative effect on the boundary layer temperature inversion 
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are further investigated by using the radiometer, the Mie scattering 

lidar, and the microwave radiometer in Chengdu. 1D-SBDART simulation 

is performed to better clarify the mechanisms. The occurrence 

probability of multi-layer temperature inversions is about 46.86% in 

winter over the Sichuan Basin. As the PM2.5 mass concentration 

increases (visibility decreases), the surface-based inversion 

frequency increases more consistently in the morning, while the 

elevated inversion increases more consistently in the evening. 

Aerosols can enhance the boundary layer temperature inversion at both 

daytime and nighttime due to the radiative effect, while clouds 

mitigate the enhancement by aerosol effects. The simulation results 

show that: from clean to heavy pollution conditions, in clear-sky the 

surface shortwave radiation reduces by 135.04 w·m?2 and the heating 

rate increases by 0.75 k·d?1; in cloudy sky the surface shortwave 

radiation reduces by 46.15 w·m?2 and the heating rate increases by 

0.35 k·d?1. The case in Chengdu from 08:00 BJT on December 6 to 

08:00 on December 10 in 2016 well illustrates the mechanisms.
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Stable mercury isotopes revealing photochemical processes in the 

marine boundary layer
 

摘 要 ： The marine boundary layer (MBL) is an important 

transportation and reaction zone of atmospheric mercury on Earth. 

However, the transformation mechanisms of Hg in the MBL remain 

unclear. In this study, total suspended particle samples were 

collected in the MBL during two cruises, and the levels of 

particulate bound mercury (PBM) and mercury isotopes were analyzed. 

The results showed that (1) continental anthropogenic emissions have 

limited contribution to PBM in the MBL; (2) PBM likely experienced 

the oxidation of Hg0 by Br radicals and subsequent adsorption of Hg2+ 

on to particulate surfaces, as inferred from the significant negative 

δ202Hg; (3) the Δ199Hg/Δ201Hg ratio of ～ 1.0 suggests that PBM 
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underwent photoreduction, which was influenced by organic compounds, 

and the contribution of photoreduction to the extent of odd-number 

mass-independent fractionation in PBM in the MBL was more significant 

than that of oxidation triggered by Br atoms. This study provides 

insights into the photochemical processes influencing mercury in the 

MBL. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Dynamics of skin microvascular blood flow in 4–6-year-old children 

in association with pre- and postnatal black carbon and particulate 

air pollution exposure
 

摘要： ?Cardiovascular health in adulthood can find its roots 

during prenatal development.?Air pollution exposure during prenatal 

life can affect the microvasculature.?Heat-induced skin hyperemia in 

children as dynamic marker of the microvasculature.?Skin perfusion in 

children can be assessed using laser Doppler probes.?Inverse 

association between skin perfusion and prenatal air pollution 

exposure.
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Estimation of PM2.5 concentration in China using linear hybrid 

machine learning model
 

摘要：Satellite remote sensing aerosol optical depth (AOD) and 

meteorologicalelements were employed to invert PM2.5 (the fine 

particulate matterwith a diameter below 2.5?μm) in order to control 

air pollutionmore effectively. This paper proposes a restricted 

gradient-descent linearhybrid machine learning model (RGD-LHMLM) by 

integrating a random forest(RF), a gradient boosting regression tree 
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(GBRT), and a deep neural network(DNN) to estimate the concentration 

of PM2.5 in China in 2019. Theresearch data included Himawari-8 AOD 

with high spatiotemporal resolution,ERA5 meteorological data, and 

geographic information. The results showedthat, in the hybrid model 

developed by linear fitting, the DNN accounted forthe largest 

proportion, and the weight coefficient was 0.62. The R2values of RF, 

GBRT, and DNN were reported as 0.79, 0.81, and 0.8,respectively. 

Preferably, the generalization ability of the mixed model wasbetter 

than that of each sub-model, and R2 (determination 

coefficient)reached 0.84, and RMSE (root mean square error) and MAE 

(mean absoluteerror) were reported as 12.92 and 8.01?μg?m?3, 

respectively. For the RGD-LHMLM, R2 was above 0.7in more than 70?% of 

the sites and RMSE and MAE were below 20and 15?μg?m?3, respectively, 

in more than 70?% ofthe sites due to the correlation coefficient 

having a seasonal differencebetween the meteorological factor and 

PM2.5. Furthermore, thehybrid model performed best in winter (mean R2 

was 0.84) and worst insummer (mean R2 was 0.71). The spatiotemporal 

distributioncharacteristics of PM2.5 in China were then estimated 

andanalyzed. According to the results, there was severe pollution in 

winter withan average concentration of PM2.5 being reported as 

62.10?μg?m?3. However, there was only slight pollution in summer 

with an averageconcentration of PM2.5 being reported as 47.39?μg?m?3. 

The period from 10:00 to 15:00?LT (Beijing time, UTC+8 every day is 

the best time formodel inversion; at this time the pollution is also 

high. The findings alsoindicate that North China and East China are 

more polluted than other areas,and their average annual concentration 

of PM2.5 was reported as82.68?μg?m?3. Moreover, there was relatively 

low pollution inInner Mongolia, Qinghai, and Tibet, for their average 

PM2.5concentrations were reported below 40?μg?m?3.
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Unexplored volatile organic compound emitted from petrochemical 

facilities: implications for ozone production and atmospheric 

chemistry
 

摘要： A compound was observed using airborne proton transfer 

reactiontime-of-flight mass spectrometry (PTR-TOF-MS) measurements in 

the emission plumes from the Daesan petrochemical facility in South 

Korea. The compound was detected at m/z?43.018 on the PTR-TOF-MS and 

was tentatively identified as ketene, a rarely measured reactive 

volatile organic compound (VOC). Estimated ketene mixing ratios as 

high as ～?50?ppb (parts per billion) were observed in the emission 

plumes. Emission rates of ketene from the facility were estimated 

using a horizontal advective flux approach and ranged from 84–

316?kg?h?1. These emission rates were compared to the emission rates 

of major known VOCs such as benzene, toluene, and acetaldehyde. 

Significant correlations (r2??0.7) of ketene with methanol, 

acetaldehyde, benzene, and toluene were observed for the peak 

emissions, indicating commonality of emission sources. The calculated 

average ketene OH reactivity for the emission plumes over Daesan 

ranged from 3.33–7.75?s?1, indicating the importance of the 

quantification of ketene to address missing OH reactivity in the 

polluted environment. The calculated average O3 production potential 

for ketene ranged from 2.98–6.91?ppb?h?1. Our study suggests that 

ketene, or any possible VOC species detected at m/z?43.018, has the 

potential to significantly influence local photochemistry, and 

therefore, further studies focusing on the photooxidation and 

atmospheric fate of ketene through chamber studies are required to 

improve our current understanding of VOC OH reactivity and, hence, 

tropospheric O3 production.
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Opposite impact of emission reduction during the COVID-19 lockdown 

period on the surface concentrations of PM2.5 and O3 in Wuhan, China
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摘 要 ： Highlights?COVID-19 lockdown caused a significant 

reduction in pollutant, except ozone.?GAMs model can explain 

nonlinear relationship between pollutants and meteorology.?Increasing 

of ozone mainly due to weakening of titration effect.?Ozone pollution 

needs to be controlled by a variety of pollutants.AbstractTo prevent 

the spread of the COVID-19 epidemic, the Chinese megacity Wuhan has 

taken emergent lockdown measures starting on January 23, 2020. This 

provided a natural experiment to investigate the response of air
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✧城市气象精细预报
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 19 条：
 

Warming-induced northwestward migration of the Asian summer monsoon 

in the geological past: Evidence from climate simulations and 

geological reconstructions
 

摘要： The cold and warm intervals during the Plio-Pleistocene 

provide an opportunity to assess the response of the Asian summer 

monsoon (ASM) to different levels of global warming. In this study, 

the northern edge of the ASM, a sensitive indicator of the advance 

and retreat of the ASM rain belt, was analyzed using climate outputs 

from PMIP3 and PlioMIP1, for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ～21,000 

yr BP), the preindustrial, the mid-Holocene (～6,000 yr BP), and the 

mid-Pliocene ( ～ 3.3–3.0 Ma), among which the global temperature 

increased sequentially. The results show that the northern edge of 

the ASM migrated northwestward by ～200 km, ～50 km, and ～50 km with 

global warming from the LGM to preindustrial, from the preindustrial 

to mid-Holocene, and from the mid-Holocene to mid-Pliocene, 

respectively. These results are generally consistent with geological 

records. The simulations show that the western Pacific subtropical 

high (WPSH) intensified and expanded geographically, and the 

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) migrated northward over the 

Indian Ocean and was shifted southward over the western Pacific. This 
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led to a northwestward shift of the Asian monsoonal rain belt, and 

consequently to wetter conditions in India and northern China. During 

the mid-Pliocene, pronounced warming substantially intensified the 

WPSH, leading to the suppression of moisture transport from the 

Indian Ocean to southern China and the Indo-China Peninsula. Our 

results suggest that if the planet returns to a Pliocene warm world, 

precipitation will increase in northern China, while southern China 

and the Indo-China Peninsula will experience more frequent droughts. 

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Identifying the drivers of modeling uncertainties in isoprene 

emissions: schemes versus meteorological forcings
 

摘 要 ： Isoprene dominates global biogenic volatile organic 

compounds and has significant impacts on atmospheric chemistry. 

Global simulations of isoprene emissions show large uncertainties in 

both the trend and interannual variability. Here, we explored the 

uncertainties of simulated isoprene emissions during 1982-2015 using 

the Yale Interactive terrestrial Biosphere model, which is 

implemented with two emission schemes (PS_BVOC and MEGAN) and driven 

by two long-term reanalysis meteorology (WFDEI and MERRA). Model 

evaluations show that both PS_BVOC and MEGAN schemes capture 

reasonable spatial patterns of the global isoprene emissions. The 

averaged fluxes from simulations using two meteorological forcings 

show isoprene trends of 0.69 Tg C m2 a-1 with PS_BVOC scheme but -

0.22 Tg C m2 a-1 with MEGAN scheme. Such opposite trend is mainly 

because PS_BVOC considers both CO2 fertilization and inhibition 

effects to isoprene while the MEGAN scheme implements CO2 inhibition 

effect alone. Meanwhile, the averaged fluxes from simulations using 

two schemes yield interannual variability of 1.59% with WFDEI and 

2.06% with MERRA reanalyses. Such discrepancies are mainly attributed 

to the larger variability in MERRA data. On the global scale, 
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differences in schemes are the main driver of uncertainties in 

isoprene trends. In contrast, differences in meteorological forcings 

dominate the uncertainties in the interannual variability of isoprene 

emissions. Our sensitivity experiments reveal the key sources of 

modeling uncertainties, which are vital for the improvement of 

parameterizations and future projections of isoprene emissions. This 

article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Sensitivity of carbonaceous aerosol properties to the implementation 

of a dynamic ageing parameterisation in the regional climate model 

RegCM
 
摘要：Freshly emitted soot is hydrophobic, but condensation of 

secondary aerosols and coagulation with other particles modify its 

hygroscopic optical properties. This conversion is referred to as 

“aerosol ageing.” Many climate models represent this ageing process 

with a fixed ageing time scale, whereas in reality, it is a dynamic 

process that depends on environmental conditions. Here we implement a 

dynamic ageing parameterization scheme in the regional climate model 

RegCM4 in place of the fixed ageing timescale of 1.15 days (～27.6 

hours) and examine its impact on the aerosol life cycle over the 

Indian subcontinent. The conversion from hydrophobic to hydrophilic 

aerosol is usually lower than 27.6 hours over the entire landmass and 

lower than 10 hours over the polluted Indo-Gangetic Basin (IGB), with 

seasonal variability. Due to the implementation of the dynamic ageing 

scheme, the column burden and surface mass concentration of 

carbonaceous aerosols increase during the drier season (Dec–Feb) 

when washout is negligible. The burden is reduced during the wet 

season (Jun-Sep) due to a more efficient washout except over the IGB, 

where a reduction in precipitation as a result of radiative feedbacks 

increases the aerosol concentrations. Over the polluted IGB, surface 

dimming increases due to the dynamic ageing scheme, with the TOA 
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forcing remaining mostly unchanged. As a result, atmospheric heating 

increases by at least 1.2 W/m2. Our results suggest that climate 

models should incorporate dynamic ageing for a more realistic 

representation of aerosol simulations, especially in highly polluted 

regions. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Comparison of Observations and Predictions of Daytime Planetary-

Boundary-Layer Heights and Surface Meteorological Variables in the 

Columbia River Gorge and Basin During the Second Wind Forecast 

Improvement Project
 

摘要：The second Wind Forecast Improvement Project (WFIP2) is an 

18-month field campaign in the Pacific Northwest U.S.A., whose goal 

is to improve the accuracy of numerical-weather-prediction forecasts 

in complex terrain. The WFIP2 campaign involved the deployment of a 

large suite of in situ and remote sensing instrumentation, including 

eight 915-MHz wind-profiling radars, and surface meteorological 

stations. The evolution and annual variability of the daytime 

convective planetary-boundary-layer (PBL) height is investigated 

using the wind-profiling radars. Three models with different 

horizontal grid spacing are evaluated: the Rapid Refresh, the High-

Resolution Rapid Refresh, and its nested version. The results are 

used to assess errors in the prediction of PBL height within the 

experimental and control versions of the models, with the 

experimental versions including changes and additions to the model 

parametrizations developed during the field campaign, and the control 

version using the parametrizations present in the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration/National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction operational version of the models at the start of the 

project. Results show that the high-resolution models outperform the 

low-resolution versions, the experimental versions perform better 

compared with the control versions, model PBL height estimations are 
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more accurate on cloud-free days, and model estimates of the PBL 

height growth rate are more accurate than model estimates of the rate 

of decay. Finally, using surface sensors, we assess surface 

meteorological variables, finding improved surface irradiance and, to 

a lesser extent, improved 2-m temperature in the experimental version 

of the model.
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COSMO-CLM regional climate simulations in the Coordinated Regional 

Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) framework: a review
 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 51255154, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-5125-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 51255154, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-5125-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 

work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Development and technical paper 17 Aug 

2021 Development and technical paper | 1
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Effects of the Assimilation of Relative Humidity Reproduced from T-

PARCII and Himawari-8 Satellite Imagery using Dynamical 

Initialization and Ocean-Coupled Model: A Case Study of Typhoon Lan 

(2017)
 

摘 要 ： Effects of the assimilation of relative humidity (RH) 

reproduced from dropsonde data from the Tropical cyclones-Pacific 

Asian Research Campaign for Improvement of Intensity 

estimations/forecasts (T-PARCII) campaign and Himawari-8 satellite 
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data on the simulation of Typhoon Lan (2017) were investigated herein 

using a weather research and forecasting model. The lateral boundary 

and initial conditions were obtained from Global Forecast System (GFS) 

forecast data. Four experiments varying from the initial vortex, 

assimilation of the reproduced RH (ARH), and ocean model (OCEAN, 

three-dimensional Price–Weller–Pinkel upper-ocean circulation model) 

activation were conducted for 42 h to evaluate tropical cyclone (TC) 

forecast performance: the GFS experiment and dynamical initialization 

(DI) experiments such as DI, DI-OCEAN, and DI-ARH-OCEAN, respectively. 

All track forecast errors were less than 100 km until landfall, i.e., 

up to 36 h. TC intensity forecasts such as the minimum sea-level 

pressure and maximum surface wind speed were slightly improved in DI-

related experiments compared to the GFS experiment. The DI-ARH-OCEAN 

experiment, in particular, demonstrated improvements in both TC 

forecasts and convective areas. The ocean-coupled experiments yielded 

significant sea surface temperature cooling in the rear-right 

quadrant of TC, forming a stable boundary layer that could suppress 

the convective activity, particularly in the lower troposphere. These 

findings support that compared to the original DI method, ARH could 

improve initial conditions, resulting in more accurate TC forecasts. 

Furthermore, it may argue the necessity and urgency of regular 

aircraft surveillance of TCs in the western North Pacific area. This 

article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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The origin of systematic forecast errors of extreme 2020 East Asian 

Summer Monsoon rainfall in GloSea5
 

摘 要 ： This study examined the origin of the systematic 

underestimation of rainfall anomalies over East Asia during July-

August 2020 in operational forecasts. Through partial nudging 

experiments, we found that the East Asian rainfall anomalies were 

successfully predicted in GloSea5 with corrected tropical sea surface 
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temperature (SST) forcing. Once the observed SST is applied over the 

Indian Ocean and tropical central-eastern Pacific, a low-level 

anticyclonic anomaly over the subtropical western Pacific, which 

transports warm-moist air from the tropics to increase the East Asian 

precipitation, is well reproduced as observed. By further separating 

the SST into climatological and anomalous components, we revealed 

that the cold and dry mean state bias over the Indian Ocean and 

central-eastern Pacific is responsible for the weak anomalous 

atmospheric teleconnection patterns from the tropics to East Asia. 

This implies that correcting the model mean climatological fields can 

directly impact the operational seasonal forecast skill.
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Radiation Feedback Accelerates the Formation of Typhoon Haiyan 

(2013): The Critical Role of Mid-level Circulation
 

摘要：The prediction of tropical cyclones (TC) genesis remains a 

great challenge. This study shows that the radiation (mostly cloud-

radiation) feedback accelerates the formation of Typhoon Haiyan (2013) 

by first enhancing the mid-level circulation. Simulations indicate 

that the response of the mid-level circulation is about one day ahead 

of the low-level circulation when radiation feedback is removed. The 

radiation heating anomaly in the disturbance region induces a 

secondary circulation transporting more water vapor upward at high 

levels. Thus, the stratiform precipitation is enhanced, manifested as 

the expansion of the stratiform coverage and the increase of the 

vertical gradient of latent heating. This leads to a stronger mid-

level potential vorticity production and enhancement of the mid-level 

circulation, finally promoting TC genesis. Comparing with previous 

ideas on how radiation feedback accelerates TC genesis, our results 

emphasize the critical role of the mid-level circulation and the 

cloud-radiation-induced thermodynamical and dynamic responses in the 

vertical.
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Subseasonal drivers of extreme fire weather in Australia and its 

prediction in ACCESS-S1 during spring and summer
 

摘要： We assess the ability of the Bureau of Meteorology’s 

ACCESS-S1 dynamical forecast system to simulate and predict extreme 

fire weather over Australia during austral spring (SON) and summer 

(DJF) on subseasonal timescales. Specifically, we focus on the roles 

of the El Ni?o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), 

Southern Annular Mode (SAM), Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO), and 

two modes of persistent high-pressure in the Australian region 

characterised as (i) split-flow blocking highs and (ii) subtropical 

ridge Tasman highs (STRH). The observed likelihood of extreme fire 

weather increases over most of Australia in association with El Ni?o, 

the positive IOD, negative SAM and low split-flow blocking, in both 

seasons. These increases are generally largest in SON over the 

southeast. Notable increases in the likelihood of extreme fire 

weather also occur north of 30°?S during low STRH activity, and over 

the southeast during MJO phase 3. Using retrospective forecasts at 

lead times of 2–3?weeks for the period 1990–2012, we show that 

ACCESS-S1 simulates reasonably well the observed modulation of 

extreme weekly-mean fire weather by each climate driver, however the 

simulated changes in probabilities are often weaker than those 

observed. Each climate driver plays an important role in providing 

predictive skill for regions where ACCESS-S1 captures a high 

likelihood of experiencing extreme fire weather conditions. The 

results of this study highlight windows of forecast opportunity 

during active climate driver phases that can be useful to regional 

users in fire management, emergency services, health, national park 

management, and the agriculture and energy sectors.
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Evaluation and projection of drought over India using high-

resolution regional coupled model ROM
 

摘要： Drought is a recurring insidious hydro-climatic extreme 

that adversely affects agriculture growth and leading to long-lasting 

severe impacts on regional water resources and ecosystem. A 

comprehensive assessment of drought is possible in a sophisticated 

manner by advanced climate modelling approaches that enhance process 

understanding and improve future projections. In the present study, 

for the first time, a high-resolution regional coupled model (ROM) 

simulation is used for the representation and projection of 

meteorologoical, agricultural and hydrological drought over India 

till the end of the twenty-first century. ROM is evaluated against 

observations for hydroclimatic variables and is observed to 

reasonably capture the variations of precipitation for ~?80% area 

followed by runoff and soil-moisture with a significant correlation 

over most of the regions for the historical period. In particular, 

ROM precipitation has considerable improvement for ~?70% (~?52%) area 

compared to GCM (RCM). The correlation between standardized 

precipitation index and standardized runoff index is quite high 

(0.92), while the standardized soil-moisture index exhibits a slight 

reduction (0.82), though statistically significant. In the future, 

the spatial patterns of droughts are very similar, though 

uncertainties are observed in severities derived by lag responses of 

driving variables. The dryness is mostly projected over Northern 

India (NI) and Southern Peninsula which poses a great threat of 

agricultural drought followed by hydrological and meteorological 

drought. This higher drought severity over NI is associated with the 

weakening of monsoon circulation in the Bay of Bengal due to reduced 

thermal gradient. This study demonstrates that ROM is an efficient 

tool for future drought studies at a regional scale for adequate 

water resources security and management.
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Surface heat and moisture exchange in the marginal ice zone: 

Observations and a new parameterization scheme for weather and 

climate models
 

摘要：Aircraft observations from two Arctic field campaigns are 

used to characterise and model surface heat and moisture exchange 

over the marginal ice zone (MIZ). We show that the surface roughness 

lengths for heat and moisture over unbroken sea ice vary with 

roughness Reynolds number (; itself a function of the roughness 

length for momentum, , and surface wind stress), with a peak at the 

transition between aerodynamically smooth (0.135) and aerodynamically 

rough (2.5) regimes. The conceptual model of Andreas (1987) 

accurately reproduces this peak, in contrast to the simple 

parameterizations currently employed in two state-of-the-art 

numerical weather prediction models, which are insensitive to . We 

propose a new, simple parameterization for surface exchange over the 

MIZ that blends the Andreas (1987) conceptual model for sea ice with 

surface exchange over water as a function of sea ice concentration. 

In offline tests, this Blended A87 scheme performs much better than 

the existing schemes for the rough conditions observed during the 

‘IGP’ field campaign. The bias in total turbulent heat flux across 

the MIZ is reduced to only 13 W m-2 for the Blended A87 scheme, from 

48 and 80 W m-2 for the Met Office Unified Model and ECMWF Integrated 

Forecast System schemes, respectively. It also performs marginally 

better for the comparatively smooth conditions observed during the 

‘ACCACIA’ field campaign. However, the benefit of this new scheme 

is dependent on the representation of sea ice topography via ; a key 

remaining source of uncertainty in surface exchange parameterization 

over sea ice. This article is protected by copyright. All rights 

reserved.
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Evaluating boreal summer circulation patterns of CMIP6 climate 

models over the Asian region
 

摘要：Our confidence in future climate projection depends on the 

ability of climate models to simulate the current climate, and model 

performance in simulating atmospheric circulation affects its ability 

of simulating extreme events. In this study, the self-organizing map 

(SOM) method is used to evaluate the frequency, persistence, and 

transition characteristics of models in the Coupled Model 

Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) for different ensembles of 

daily 500?hPa geopotential height (Z500) in Asia, and then all 

ensembles are ranked according to a comprehensive ranking metric (MR). 

Our results show that the SOM method is a powerful tool for assessing 

the daily-scale circulation simulation skills in Asia, and the 

results will not be significantly affected by different map sizes. 

Positive associations between each two of the performance in 

frequency, persistence and transition were found, indicating that a 

good ensemble of simulation for one metric is good for the others. 

The r10i1p1f1 ensemble of CanESM5 best simulates Z500 in Asia 

comprehensively, and it is also the best of simulating frequency 

characteristics. The MR simulation of the highest 10 ensembles for 

the Western North Pacific Subtropical High (WNPSH) and the South Asia 

High (SAH) are far better than those of the lowest 10. Such 

differences may lead to errors in the simulation of extreme events. 

This study will help future studies in the choice of ensembles with 

better circulation simulation skills to improve the credibility of 

their conclusions.
 

来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-08-05 00:00:00
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-021-05914-6
 

Link between opaque cloud properties and atmospheric dynamics in 

observations and simulations of current climate in the Tropics, and 

impact on future predictions
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摘要：Using spaceborne lidar observations and reanalyses (2008-

2014), we relate the vertical wind speed at 500 hPa (?500), indicator 

of atmospheric circulation, to properties of opaque clouds (altitude 

and cover) and to the Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE) in the Tropics. We 

confront those observations with simulations by IPSL-CM6 and CESM1 

climate models using early 21st century emissions. Both models 

overestimate the average opaque cloud cover. IPSL-CM6 puts high 

opaque clouds too high (+2km), especially in ascendance. CESM1 

overestimates the intermediate opaque cloud cover and underestimates 

small and large opaque cloud covers. Both models agree that cloud 

properties behave differently at wind speed above (strong subsidence) 

or below (weak subsidence and ascendance) 20hPa/day. In future 

climate (2089-2095), variables affected by biases in current climate 

are affected by notable changes: IPSL-CM6 puts high opaque clouds 

even higher (+2km) while opaque cloud cover above 30% decreases and 

below 30% increases in CESM1. Both models predict very little change 

in the average net CRE in the future. We find that predicted changes 

of cloud properties can be regionally driven by dynamic or 

thermodynamic changes, depending on the relationship between opaque 

cloud altitude and ω500 in the model. Overall, most changes are due 

to thermodynamic changes in the relationship between cloud property 

and atmospheric dynamics.
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Model cascade from meteorological drivers to river flood hazard: 

flood-cascade v1.0
 

摘 要 ： Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 Geosci. 

Model Dev., 14, 48654890, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4865-

2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This work is distributed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Geosci. Model Dev., 14, 48654890, 

2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-4865-2021 ? Author(s) 2021. This 
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work is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

License. Articles | Volume 14, issue 8 ArticleAssetsPeer 

reviewMetricsRelated articles Model description paper 05 Aug 2021 

Model description paper | 05 Aug 2021
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The convective-to-total precipitation ratio and the “drizzling” 

bias in climate models
 

摘 要 ： Overestimation of precipitation frequency and duration 

while underestimating intensity, i.e., the “drizzling” bias, has 

been a long-standing problem of global climate models. Here we 

explore this issue from the perspective of precipitation partitioning. 

We found that most models in the Climate Model Intercomparison 

Project phase 5 (CMIP5) have high convective-to-total precipitation 

(PC/PR) ratios in low latitudes. Convective precipitation has higher 

frequency and longer duration but lower intensity than non-convective 

precipitation in many models. As a result, the high PC/PR ratio 

contributes to the “drizzling” bias over low latitudes. The PC/PR 

ratio and associated “drizzling” bias increase as model resolution 

coarsens from 0.5° to 2.0°, but the resolution’s effect weakens as 

the grid spacing increases from 2.0° to 3.0°. Some of the CMIP6 

models show reduced “drizzling” bias associated with decreased 

PC/PR ratio. Thus, more reasonable precipitation partitioning, along 

with finer model resolution should alleviate the “drizzling” bias 

within current climate models.
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Modelling the Tropical African Climate using a state-of-the-art 

coupled regional climate-vegetation model
 

摘 要 ： In this study, three sixteen-year simulations were 
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conducted to examine the influence of a new leaf area index (LAI) 

formula (derived from a modified version of the BIOME-BGC model) on 

the surface energy balance and surface climate of Tropical Africa 

using the Regional Climate Model version 4 (RegCM4) coupled with the 

Community Land Model version 4.5 (CLM45) including a module of 

carbon–nitrogen cycling (CN) (hereafter RegCM4-CLM45-CN). The first 

simulation considers the Satellite Phenology (SP) mode, the second 

one uses the old LAI formula and the third one uses the new LAI 

formula. The three simulations were designated as CLM45-SP, CLM45-

CNold, and CLM45-CNnew respectively. The results showed that the 

simulated surface energy balance and surface climate are 

substantially affected by the new LAI formula. The CLM45-CNnew 

succeeds in reducing the high positive difference of LAI with respect 

to the CLM45-SP relative to the CLM45-CNold in some regions, although 

in other regions new differences appear. Also, the CLM45-CNnew is 

able to simulate the total evapotranspiration better than the CLM45-

CNold in comparison with the reanalysis product and it shows a 

similar response relative to the CLM45-SP. Moreover, the CLM45-CNnew 

succeeds in reducing the cold bias relative to the CLM45-SP and 

CLM45-CNold against the observational dataset. For the total surface 

precipitation, the CLM45-CNnew shows a similar response to the CLM45-

SP relative to the CLM45-CNold in comparison with the observational 

dataset. Overall, this study provides useful insights related to the 

advantage of the regional coupled RegCM4-CLM45-CNnew model and 

recommends its utilization for future studies on the potential 

roles/impacts of biosphere–atmosphere in modulating the climate of 

Tropical Africa.
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The impact of Aeolus wind retrievals in ECMWF global weather 

forecasts
 

摘要：Aeolus is the world’s first spaceborne Doppler Wind Lidar, 

providing profiles of horizontal line-of-sight (HLOS) wind retrievals. 
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Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) impact and error statistics of 

Aeolus Level-2B (L2B) winds statistics have been assessed using the 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) global 

data assimilation system. Random and systematic error estimates were 

derived from observation minus background departure statistics. The 

HLOS wind random error standard deviation is estimated to be in the 

range 4.0-7.0 m/s for the Rayleigh-clear and 2.8-3.6 m/s for the Mie-

cloudy; depending on atmospheric signal levels which in turn depends 

on instrument performance, atmospheric backscatter properties and the 

processing algorithms. Complex systematic HLOS wind error variations 

on timescales less than one orbit were identified; most strongly 

affecting the Rayleigh-clear winds. NWP departures and instrument 

house-keeping data confirmed that it is caused by temperature 

gradients across the primary mirror. A successful bias correction 

scheme was implemented in the operational processing chain in April 

2020. In Observing System Experiments (OSEs) Aeolus provides 

statistically significant improvement in short-range forecasts as 

verified by observations sensitive to temperature, wind and humidity. 

Longer forecast range verification shows positive impact that is 

strongest at the day two to three forecast range: ~2% improvement in 

root mean square error for vector wind and temperature in the 

tropical upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and polar 

troposphere. Positive impact up to nine days is found in the tropical 

lower stratosphere. Both Rayleigh-clear and Mie-cloudy winds provide 

positive impact, but the Rayleigh accounts for most tropical impact. 

The Forecast Sensitivity Observation Impact (FSOI) metric is 

available since 9 January 2020, when Aeolus was operationally 

assimilated, which confirms Aeolus is a useful contribution to the 

global observing system; with the Rayleigh-clear and Mie-cloudy winds 

providing similar overall short-range impact in 2020.
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Evaluation of the CAM6 Climate Model Using Cloud Observations at 

McMurdo Station, Antarctica
 

摘要： A comparative analysis between observational data from 

McMurdo Station, Antarctica and the Community Atmosphere Model 

version 6 (CAM6) simulation is performed focusing on cloud 

characteristics and their thermodynamic conditions. Ka-band Zenith 

Radar (KAZR) and High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) retrievals are 

used as the basis of cloud fraction and cloud phase identifications. 

Radiosondes released at 12-hour increments provide atmospheric 

profiles for evaluating the simulated thermodynamic conditions. Our 

findings show that the CAM6 simulation consistently overestimates 

(underestimates) cloud fraction above (below) 3 km in four seasons of 

a year. Normalized by total in-cloud samples, ice and mixed phase 

occurrence frequencies are underestimated and liquid phase frequency 

is overestimated by the model at cloud fractions above 0.6, while at 

cloud fractions below 0.6 ice phase frequency is overestimated and 

liquid-containing phase frequency is underestimated by the model. The 

cloud fraction biases are closely associated with concurrent biases 

in relative humidity (RH), i.e., high (low) RH biases above (below) 2 

km. Frequencies of correctly simulating ice and liquid-containing 

phase increase when the absolute biases of RH decrease. Cloud 

fraction biases also show a positive correlation with RH biases. 

Water vapor mixing ratio biases are the primary contributor to RH 

biases, and hence, likely a key factor controlling the cloud biases. 

This diagnosis of the evident shortfalls of representations of cloud 

characteristics in CAM6 simulation at McMurdo Station brings new 

insight in improving the governing model physics therein.
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Coordinated and competitive formation of soil magnetic particles 

driven by contrary climate development
 

摘要：Ferrimagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) iron oxide 
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particles are considered pedogenic and climatic indicators due to 

their enrichment with comparable increasing in rainfall and 

temperature. However, the opposite changes in rainfall and 

temperature result in rapid change of relative humidity (RH), which 

could lead to their competition and transformation. We examined two 

soil sequences which have undergone contrary climate development on 

the eastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau. Dry and warm climate with 

low RH favors the coordinative enrichment of AFM hematite and FM 

particles, while wet and cool climate with high RH mainly produces 

goethite but leads to competition between low content AFM hematite 

and FM particles. The outcome well interprets the changing 

relationship between color and magnetism in soils and sediments, and 

suggests that temperature is as important as precipitation in 

paleoclimate reconstruction based on iron oxides, especially during 

strong dry-wet cycles and climate pattern shifts.
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Fine-scale variation in projected climate change presents 

opportunities for biodiversity conservation in Europe
 

摘要：Climate change is a major threat to global biodiversity, 

although projected changes show remarkable geographical and temporal 

variability. Understanding this variability allows for the 

identification of regions where the present-day conservation 

objectives may be at risk or where opportunities for biodiversity 

conservation emerge. We use a multi-model ensemble of regional 

climate models to identify areas with significantly high and low 

climate stability persistent throughout the twenty-first century in 

Europe. We then confront our predictions with the land coverage of 
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three prominent biodiversity conservation initiatives at two scales. 

The continental-scale assessment shows that areas with the least 

stable future climate in Europe are likely to occur at low and high 

latitudes, with the Iberian Peninsula and the Boreal zones identified 

as prominent areas of low climatic stability. A follow-up regional 

scale investigation shows that robust climatic refugia exist even 

within the highly exposed southern and northern macro-regions. About 

23?1% of assessed biodiversity conservation sites in Europe coincide 

with areas of high future climate stability, we contend that these 

sites should be prioritised in the formulation of future conservation 

priorities as the stability of future climate is one of the key 

factors determining their conservation prospects. Although such focus 

on climate refugia cannot halt the ongoing biodiversity loss, along 

with measures such as resilience-based stewardship, it may improve 

the effectiveness of biodiversity conservation under climate change.
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Rapid greening response of China’s 2020 spring vegetation to COVID-

19 restrictions: Implications for climate change
 

摘要：The 2019 novel coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) negatively 

affected global public health and socioeconomic development. 

Lockdowns and travel restrictions to contain COVID-19 resulted in 

reduced human activity and decreased anthropogenic emissions. However, 

the secondary effects of these restrictions on the biophysical 

environment are uncertain. Using remotely sensed big data, we 

investigated how lockdowns and traffic restrictions affected China’s 

spring vegetation in 2020. Our analyses show that travel decreased by 

58% in the first 18 days following implementation of the restrictions 

across China. Subsequently, atmospheric optical clarity increased and 

radiation levels on the vegetation canopy were augmented. Furthermore, 

the spring of 2020 arrived 8.4 days earlier and vegetation 17.45% 

greener compared to 2015–2019. Reduced human activity resulting from 

COVID-19 restrictions contributed to a brighter, earlier, and greener 
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2020 spring season in China. This study shows that short-term changes 

in human activity can have a relatively rapid ecological impact at 

the regional scale.
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Future hydrology and hydrological extremes under climate change in 

Asian river basins
 

摘要：The diverse impacts of anthropogenic climate change in the 

spatiotemporal distribution of global freshwater are generally 

addressed through global scale studies, which suffer from 

uncertainties arising from coarse spatial resolution. Multi-catchment, 

regional studies provide fine-grained details of these impacts but 

remain less explored. Here, we present a comprehensive analysis of 

climate change impacts on the hydrology of 19 river basins from 

different geographical and climatic conditions in South and Southeast 

Asia. We find that these two regions will get warmer (1.5 to 7.8C) 

and wetter (€?.4 to 46.2%) with the expected increment in river flow 

(€?8.5 to 109%) at the end of the twenty-first century under climate 

change. An increase in seasonal hydro-climatic extremes in South Asia 

and the rising intensity of hydro-climatic extremes during only one 

season in Southeast Asia illustrates high spatiotemporal variability 

in the impact of climate change and augments the importance of 

similar studies on a larger scale for broader understanding.
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Co-occurrence of California drought and northeast Pacific marine 

heatwaves under climate change
 

摘 要 ： Motivated by the uncommon yet highly impactful co-

occurrence of California (CA) drought and a northeast Pacific (NEP) 

marine heatwave (MHW) during 2013–2016, we examined such compound 

extremes in CMIP6 projections, comparing the end of the 21st century 
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with the preindustrial period, and separating effects of long-term 

trends from interannual variability. Here, we show that long-term 

trends due to anthropogenic climate change will dramatically increase 

the co-occurrence of extreme dry CA and warm NEP conditions. When 

trends are removed, the co-occurrence of CA drought and Gulf of 

Alaska (GOA) MHW will increase; while the co-occurrence of CA drought 

and California Current (CC) MHW remains unchanged. A stronger link 

between GOA MHW and subsequent CC MHW as well as decreased 

persistence in CA drought are also projected under anthropogenic 

warming. These frequency changes are consistent with shifts in 

distributions of sea surface temperature and soil moisture anomalies 

associated with individual extremes.
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Farmers\u2019 Perception, Adaptation to Groundwater Salinity, and 

Climate Change Vulnerability: Insights from North India
 

摘 要 ： Groundwater salinity, caused by overextraction and 

aggravated by climate change, negatively affects crop productivity 

and threatens global food security. Poor farmers are vulnerable 

because of low adaptive capacity. A better understanding of their 

perceptions and adaptation is important to inform policies for 

successful adaptation. This paper represents an important study by 

exploring the same in Mewat, a salinity-affected socioeconomically 

disadvantaged district of northern India. The study uses a mixed-

method approach with both secondary data and a primary survey of 250 

farmers. A large number of farmers perceived negative impacts on 

water, crop, income, and assets, and they adapt in various ways such 

as water, crop, and land management; livelihood diversification; and 

a shift toward surface water irrigation. Perceived impacts differed 

between richer and poorer farmers, whereas adaptation measures varied 

across the educational, social, and economic backgrounds of farmers. 

Lack of awareness, education, skill development, and livelihood 
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opportunities are found to be hindrances, whereas institutional and 

infrastructural support are facilitators of adaptation. In comparing 

the findings with global experiences, we argued that developed 

countries intervene more in the policy level and infrastructure, 

whereas in developing countries, adaptation strategies are local, 

context specific, and low cost. The insights from our study will be 

useful for intervention in Mewat and similar areas across the 

developing world. We further argue that farmers make adaptation 

decisions on the basis of perceived impacts and cost–benefit 

analysis. Therefore, future research work on quantifying the negative 

impacts and cost–benefit analysis of various adaptation measures 

will be useful to ensure successful adaptation in the region and 

beyond.
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